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AUTHOR’S SUBMISSION 

(Scientific article on super scientist of climate control) 

 

Sir, 

 A research oriented scientific article on global warming and climate change issue is 

herewith enclosed for kind perusal and publish for further research for the benefit of global 

population. 

 It is focused that the deviation (misalignment) in magnetic axis connecting earth and moon 

shall be the main cause for the present day global warming and severe climate change. The 

prehistoric human population (called as super scientist) have already discovered and conscious 

about this phenomena of existence of strong magnetic field axis connecting moon and earth. In the 

expanding universe as moon is going away from earth the misalignment in magnetic axis gradually 

takes place and has considerable effect which results in severe temperature rise and climate change 

in modern period. 

  In the early universe before evolving planets and other matters due to electro magnetic 

radiation the magnetic axis was very strong and perfectly aligned. The permeability, permittivity, 

refractive index of the medium was considered to be very high, which results in the surface of the 

moon was highly influenced with protons and surface of earth was highly influenced with electrons 

and upper part of space was highly influenced with photons. During the course of expanding 

universe the permeability, permittivity, refractive index of the medium are gradually decreased 

due to situation of the moon is traveling away from the magnetic axis.  
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 It is speculated that excess CO2 is naturally produced due to depletion of ozone layer 

rather than human act due to consistent deviation in Magnetic axis, and low level permeability of 

medium. In other words it can be said that the consistent low permeability environment is 

constantly destroying the ozone layer and there by constantly producing carbon-di-oxide and 

water vapour. If the situation continues to exist at certain point the CO2 level will be very 

maximum and oxygen level will be very minimum and at this stage modern human with oxygen 

breath may be gradually become extinct due to lack of oxygen.  It is speculated that the low 

permeability level increased he oxygen level but at one stage oxygen level gets decreased by 

increasing the CO2 level enormously. Further due to low permittivity of the medium there may be 

the chances for reaching more lightning strokes on the earth and due to very low refractive index 

more electro magnetic rays shall reach earth and there by the temperature will be increasing to the 

extra ordinary level beyond human survival. 

 It is hypothesized by the author that because of the situation the natural frequency of 

oscillation of earth (Earth Wobble) gradually increases, which results in evolution of various 

organisms. It is speculated that the prehistoric human was the first evolved organism having three 

chromosome. At the time of evolution of first human, the space was full of ozone influence and the 

prehistoric human could subsists with ozone breathe and lived in Mars. When the magnetic axis 

gradually gets deviated the ozone layer might be reduced gradually which paved way for evolution 

of Oxygen. At particular point, due to reduction of Ozone layer level become more the life of 

prehistoric human population might be gradually become extinct and the modern human with 46 

chromosome might have been evolved and switch over to oxygen environment subsists with 

Oxygen breathe.  It is hypothesized by the author that due to further gradual decrease in the 

ermeability of medium the carbon Nitrogen, Ozone, Chacteristic cycle (CNO) probably have strong 

ozone level.  It is speculated that at a particular point of very low permeability of space the rate of 

CO2  level will increase tremendously with high rate of decrease of ozone level and oxygen level. 

 It is hypothesized by author that due to further gradual decrease in the permeability of 

medium, the carbon, nitrogen, ozone, characteristics cycle (CNO) probably have strong impact on 

increased CO2 level and decreased ozone level. It is speculated that at a particular point of very low 

permeability of space the rate of CO2 level will increase enormously with high rate of decrease of 

ozone level and oxygen level.  
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 It is hypothesized by the author that at this juncture if the magnetic, i.e. axis is not restored 

to the original position, there may be a possibility of evolving new human with higher 

chromosome level who may be subsisting with hydrogen breathe by 2100AD. 

 From the case study of SHUMANN RESONANCE and Mayan Theory the zero point of 

the earth could occur by 2013AD. But it is speculated by the author that the zero point of earth 

could occur probably by 3000AD when all the magnetic field will be absolutely lost and the 

magnetic axis may likely to be broken down. 

THE SUPER SCIENTIST 
OF 

CLIMATE CONTROL 
 

Foreward 
 

 The term Science is concerned with knowledge based on experimentation and empirical facts 

about the physical, chemical, mathematical properties and characteristics of Nature.  The term Super 
Natural is concerned with something which can not be defined by scientific laws.  The term Super shall 
mean something better than Normal.   If so, is there any difference between science and 

superscience?....  Scientist and Superscientist?.... 
  
 It is focused that there is difference between science and superscience;  Scientist and 

superscientist.  It is focused by the author that all the matters and life organisms are evolved due to 

existence of Electro-magnetic radiation (EMR).  Hence all the scientific laws shall be considered evolved 

from Electromagnetic influence.  Author considers the knowledge about Electromagnetic radiation as super 
science and all laws about physical, chemical and Mathematical properties of matter and life shall mean as 

Sub Science to the superscience.    Sub Science may be referred to awareness;  whereas Superscience 

may be referred to Consciousness about the Nature. 
 
 Author focus the Prehistoric human who were expert in Electromagnetic theory shall be considered 

as Superscientist.  The modern human who are practicing with Electromagnetic radiation shall mean 

Scientist.  In other words, Prehistoric Scientist shall mean having super wisdom about Electromagnetic 

theory and Modern Scientist shall mean having moderate wisdom about Electromagnetic radiation. 

 

 The author focus the following parameters within the scope of definition of superscientists. 

 

i) Superscientists are prehistoric human having three chromosome (Star human). 

 
ii) Superscientists are Prehistoric human who lived in MARS and subsists with OZONE breath. 
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iii) Superscientists are Prehistoric human who were expert in Astronomical Science and 

defined the philosophy of STAR. 
 

iv) Superscientists considered Sun, Earth, Moon are the base of Universe rotate on its axis in a 

fixed position but never revolve any planet in the orbit.  Modern Scientists propose theory 

that Sun, Earth, Moon also revolve in the orbit. 

 
v) Superscientists are Prehistoric human who discovered the relative position of Sun, Earth 

and Moon in the Solar system. 

 
vi) Superscientists are Prehistoric human who were expert in high level language and  

formulated all laws related to science in Code Form. 
vii) Superscientists are Prehistoric human who were expert in global warming and climate 

control issues. 
 

viii) Superscientists are prehistoric human whose super wisdom is degraded to moderate 
wisdom when gained 46 chromosome during the course of evolution and become Modern 
Scientists. 

 
Author focus the following salient conflicts among superscientists and modern scientists. 

 
i) Superscientists discovered that there is only one star in the Universe.  Modern scientists 

focus that there are Millions of stars in the universe. 

 
ii) Superscientists considered and formulated that Sun, Earth and Moon are integral part 

within the definition of Star.  Modern scientist considers Sun alone is a star. 

 
iii) Superscientists formulated the exact relative position of Sun, Earth, Moon as forming as 

Isoslece Triangle.  Modern Scientists do not have clear conscious about relative position 

of Sun, Earth and Moon and considering them as independent body and revolving in the 

Orbit. 
 

iv) Superscientists considered Sun, Earth, Moon are the base of universe rotate on its axis in a 

fixed position but never revolve any planet in the orbit.  Modern scientists porpose theory 

that Sun, Earth, Moon also revolve in the orbit. 

 
v) Superscientists formulated Sun, Earth, Moon are three-in-one central core of solar 

system.  Modern scientists consider SUN as the central core of solar system. 

 
vi) Superscientists are focused the shape of cosmo universe as a closed Tripod  structure 

with Triangular base.  Modern scientists propose so many theories about the shape of 

cosmo Universe. 
 
vii) Superscientists were exactly diagnosing the global warming and climate changes issues 

and tackled the problem successfully.  Hence they lived for long span of life and highly 
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immune to lightning strokes.  Modern scientists could not diagonise properly and proposing 

Green energy, Clean Energy, Green Technology, as alternative medicine for 

sustainability of life.   Because of wrong medicine their immunity system is lost and life 
span is also getting reduced.  Mosquitoes could not touch the superscietists.  Whereas 

mosquitoes are playing with modern scientists  who are afraid of Mosquitoes and providing 

more budget for Mosquitoes  Management. 
 

viii) Superscientists have already discovered the magnetic axis connecting Earth and Moon 

play major role in global warming and climatic issues.  Modern scientists do not have 

conscious about the alignment of magnetic axis.  Hence the earth suffers from severe 

Magnetic syndrome and causing severe climatic change problem due to shift of moon. 
 

ix) Superscientists considered climatic issues as a Physical and Mathematical phenomena.  

Modern scientists consider the climatic issue as chemical phenomena.  
 

x) Superscientists lived in MARS and subsisted with ozone breath.  Modern scientists are 

pushed down to earth and subsisting with oxygen breath. 

 
xi) Superscientists were anti-oxidant and highly immune to lightning and cancer.  Modern 

scientists are oxidant and lost immune to lightning and cancer attack. 

 
xii) Superscientists focused that the source Electromagnetic radiation are Neutrinos.  Modern 

scientists believe that the source of EMR is SUN or Clouds. 
 

xiii) Superscientists formulated that the entire cosmo universe contains only three regions.  
Modern scientists propose theory of thousands of galaxies. 

 
xiv) Superscientists formulated Permeability, permittivity, Refractive index are the  three 

fundamental scientific constants in estimating characteristics of universe.  Modern 

scientists believe that pressure, temperature, density are the prime constants and other 

parameters susch as Gravity, relativity, force, etc. and formulating different theories.. 
 
xv) Modern scientists call the superscientists as Apes.  Superscientists just smile  on them. 
 
xvi) The law of superscience speculates the misalignment in magnetic axis be the cause of 

present day climate change.  The modern science believes excess CO2 deposition be the 

cause for climate change.  
 

xvii) Superscientists called liquid ozone as ozone water.  Modern scientists call liquid ozone as 

OCEAN water.  Ocean water on the earth is nothing but condensation of ozone at a 

particular point of magnetic intensity. 

 
xviii) Superscientists called ozone enriched energy as Green Energy.  Modern scientists call 

oxygen enriched energy as Green Energy.  
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xix) Super science focus the need of restoration of magnetic axis for sustainability of life.  

Modern science focus Green Energy for sustainability of life. 
 

xx) The law of superscience speculates that the increased magnetic misalignment may affect 

the human heart beat level which may shift to around 100 from standard beat of 72  per 

minute.  Modern Science speculates that increased CO2 level may affect the human 

survival which is a secondary issue. CO2 is considered increasing by reducing the ozone 

layer automatically due to consistent low permeability of space medium rather than human 

Induced act. 
 

xxi) Superscientists observed varying characteristics  of universe with term as Magnetic 
Syndrome.  Modern scienists coin the term as Expanding Universe. 

 
xxii) Superscientists while living in MARS adopted very high level communication with only three 

tiny alphabet in code form.  Modern scientists developed many symbols, characters in 

formulating the scientific laws.  Modern scientists might have developed Morse Code from 

the philosophy of prehistoric Mars Code. 
 

xxiii) Superscientists focused the three fundamental neutrinos Photon, Electron, Proton which 

are responsible for evolution of atoms, molecule and other matter like planets, Asteriods, 

Ocean, rocks, soils, etc.  Modern scientists are not so conscious about these associations of 

these three fundamental Neutrinos, which are closely associated with Sun, Earth and Moon. 
 

xxiv) Superscientists considers carbon, nitrogen, ozone ion are the three fundamental species 

to Hydrogen ion.  All other chemical elements shall be considered as the subspecies to 

carbon, nitrogen and ozone.  Modern scientists do not have conscious about the clear cut 

lineage of evolution of fundamental elements carbon, nitrogen, and ozone. 
 
 

Introduction 

Global Warming  and climate change issue is a  present day serious concern and threat to the 

global populations.  Many scientists brlieve and focus that the atmospheric temperature of earth consistently 

increases especially in the past 100 years after industrial revolution.  It is believed that the reason is due to 

Greenhouse gas effect and excess deposition of CO2  due to increased usage of fossil fuel such as coal, 

coke, petroleum, etc.  Hence, Modern Scientists focus for switching over to Green energy, Green 
Technology,  such as effective use of naturally available energy resources such as solar power, wind 
power, ocean tidal power, etc. and implementation of energy efficiency products. 

It is the speculation of the author that the modern scientists probably could not correctly diagnose 

what is the exact reason for the temperature rise of earth.  Without knowing the exact reason alternative 

medicines are focused for usage of alternative form of renewable energy sources.  Some scientists focus 
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that the global warming is due to depletion of ozone layer in the atmosphere and formation of ozone hole 

in the Arctic region. 
 

Being a life threatening issue inter-governmental panel on climate change (IPCC) was created by 

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and World Meterological Organisation to asses the 

scientific knowledge on global warming.  IPCC concluded in 1990 that there was broad International 

Consensus that climate change was Human-induced.    Every occasion global level climate conference is 

going on.  Recently 15th conference at Copenhegan was met in December 2009 what is the outcome?  Are 
they able to control the temperature of earth? 
 

The 1995 Nobel Prize Winner Dr. Molina has also emphasized in the recently in 2012 Conference 

at Philadelphia that there is no “absolute certainity” that global warming is causing extreme weather 
events. 
 

In the Modern time it is further focused that not only the problem of global temperature rise but also 

so many other problems such as unpredicted cyclone, earthquake, volcanic activitiy, various disease like 

dengue fever, Bird fever, fast growth rate of cancer, mental depression, etc.  Are all the causes due to 

excess deposition of CO2 problem?  No….  No…..    It is something concerned with genetic deviation of 
universe.  In other words, it can be said that it is something concerned with problem in the strucutural and 
functional part of universe rather than chemical reason induced by human act. 

 
It is speculated by the author that the prehistoric human (Super scientist) probably correctly 

diagnosed the characteristics of star of universe and taken preventive measures against serious natural 

calamity and disaster.  During the course of time when the prehistoric human populations have been 

extinct, all the prehistoric Astronomical, scientific laws, etc.,  formulated by them in code form might also  

have been destroyed and lost. 

 
Author considers the Universe, as a family in which child is going away without obeying and hence 

Father and  Mother are heated up.  In Astronomical term, the Solar system is considered as a universal 

family and the Moon is considered as going away from Earth  and hence the Earth gets warmed which is 

understood as GLOBAL WARMING.  It is hypothesized by the author that the Prehistoric human are well 

versed with astronomy and other scientific technology and in fact they might be considered as 

Superscientists (having different genetic structure) compared to modern time scientists. 

  
Further it is focused that in the existing so called Solar System, the earth shall be considered as 

evolving on its axis rather than revolving on its axis.  It is speculated that the natural frequency of 

oscillation of Earth consistently increases on its axis of rotation and hence it shall be termed as evolving  
of earth rather than revolving of Earth on its axis. 
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It is focused that the effect of continual Microbial increase in natural frequency of Earth could have 

considerable effect only during  Modern Period and might be very feable in prehistoric time. 

 

What is the shape of universe?... What was the first life originated?... What is the Chromosome 

number of first organism?... The first organism evolved from matter or antimatter?... oh… still there is a 

mystery even in 21st Century about the exact shape of Universe, the Origin of first life. There are so many 

super stars on the earth now. If so who was the FIRST SUPER STAR? 

 
It is hypothesized by the author that the prehistoric human who was spontaneously evolved by 

electro magnetic radiation from the dark flame (Cosmo) and shall be called the first super star having 

THREE CHROMOSOME and he was much senior to AMOEBA and lived in MARS. It is speculated that the 

prehistoric human formulated the relative position of Sun, Earth, Moon in the Universe in prehistoric code 

with THREE TINY DOTS. It is hypothesized by the author that the three tiny dots shall not be a mere fiction 

and in fact author considers as a PREHISTORIC DISCOVERY about the real relative position of Sun, Earth, 

Moon in the Cosmo universe. Further it is focused that the Sun, Earth, Moon shall not be considered as 

independent space object but shall be considered as an integral part of THREE-IN-ONE Star of the whole 

cosmo universe and shall be considered as the central core of solar system. 

 

Narration 

The main focus of this article / book is related to Origin of Life and matter due to Electro-magnetic 
radiation. It is speculated that the electro magnetic radiation evolved from neutrinos and dark matters 

might be responsible for evolution of all Prehistoric human, planet, asteroid, and other organisms. It is 

focused that the Evolution of Various Organisms is due to  variation and increase in natural frequency of 

oscillation of Earth (Heart beat).  It is hypothesised that the lineage of Evolution of Organism Shall be 

identified according to the Chromosome level of organism and it is speculated that the increase in 

Chromosome level is closely associated with gradual increase in natural frequency of oscillation of Earth.  It 

is focused that the variation in natural frequency of oscillation of earth shall be very well understood from the 

theory of SCHUMANN RESONANCE.  It is hypothesized by the author that the earth heart beat is closely 

associated with Human Heart Beat.  Schumann’s Resonance theory focus the earth heart beat is 

consistently increasing and speculated that the Zero Point of earth may occur by 2013 AD.   It is speculated 

Three dot alphabet usage in global 
languages. 

The three dot Prehistoric Tamil code is 
considered in usage in various global 
languages. 
 Ancient Hebrew language 
 Ancient Arab language 
 Ancient Persian language 
 Ancient Sanskrit language (Brahmi) 

Prehistoric “three dot” formula 
related to Star 

 

 Three dot is considered as relative 
position” of Sun, Earth, Moon in 
prehistoric “Astronomy”. 
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that the Prehistorinc human might be having standard heart beat of 60 per minute as against 72 in Modern 

Human. 

 

It is hypothesized that the whole cosmo universe has only one Sun, one Earth, one Moon. Further  

in the existing solar system Sun, Earth, Moon shall be considered as integral part and forming only 

SINGLE STAR in the whole Universe, which was already formulated in PREHISTORIC TAMIL CODE IN 
THREE TINY DOTS. Three tiny dots shall means the relative position of Sun, Earth and Moon in the cosmo 

universe. It is hypothesized that Sun, Earth, Moon acts as a base of universe and revolve on its axis in a 

fixed position and not revolving any planet.  Various seasonal climate cycle, Moon phases, Lunar, eclipse, 

Solar eclipse occurance may be due to relative position of outer core of Sun, Earth and Moon.  Further it is 

speculated that other planets such as Mars, Jupiter, Comets, Asteroids, etc., might also be rotating on its 

axis and not revolving and stationary in various layers of universe. 

 

In the expanding Universe it is speculated that Moon is going away from Earth, which results in 

increase in natural frequency of oscillation of Earth due to reduction in intensity of magnetic flux along 

connecting Moon and Earth. As per prehistoric law of Tamil code the Earth and Moon shall be considered 

as magnet bar in which moon shall be considered as North pole, Earth shall be considered as South pole 
and Sun is considered as located above at mid point and vertical to the magnetic bar. 

 
It hypothesized that the present day alarming of GLOBAL WARMING may be due to asymmetry in 

the relative position of SUN, EARTH, MOON compared to prehistoric time which was symmetric in those 

period rather than increase in carbon di oxide level in the atmosphere. 

 
Prehistoric Position of Star (Sun, 

Earth, Moon)
 In prehistoric time the Sun, Earth, Moon are 

located in fixed position configured as look like 
isosceles Triangle as below

(i)

(ii)
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Modern Time Position of Star

 In modern time the relative position of Sun, Earth, 
Moon is altered due to deviation. Moon going 
away from Sun. Which leads to asymmetry in 
isosceles Triangle

 
 

It is speculated that the asymmetery and misalignment in magnetic axis connecting Earth and 

Moon may be the reason for rise in temperature of earth in the atmosphere above earth and thereby 

increase in natural frequency of oscillation of earth for severe climatic change.  Case study shows that the 

magnetic field of earth is tilted by 11 degree.  Further it is focused that the earth axis was deviated by 23.4°.  

Astronomers also confirmed that Moon is moving away from earth 3.8 cm per year.   

 

 Further it is hypothesized that from the law of prehistoric Tamil code, the Sun, Earth, Moon are not 
really REVOLVING IN THE ORBIT, but they are rotating only ON ITS AXIS in stationary position. Various 

cycles of climatic and environmental condition Solar, Lunar Eclipses Moon Phases, etc.,  may be due to 

relative position of outer core of Sun, Earth, Moon due to electromagnetic effect. It is also hypothesized that 

the INNER CORE OF THE SUN also has microbial rotation on its axis which makes variation in unpredicted 

environment condition such as unexpected earth quake, unexpected volcanic activity, unexpected new 

disease such as dengue fever, bird fever and other fast growth of cancer in the modern time. Further it is 

speculated that the inner core of Sun may be completing one cycle by 3000 A.D.  

 

It is focused that the first life originated was THREE CHROMOSOME PREHISTORIC HUMAN and 

whose population might be living in MARS due to different genetic structure and subsisting with OZONE 

breath. During the course of evolution of expanding Universe the MODERN HUMAN with 46 chromosome 

might have been evolved and subsisting with OXYGEN breath. Hence, it is speculated that the oxygen might 

be evolved from the prehistoric ozone environment in much later period and in fact oxygen shall be 

considered as SPECIES to ozone. Further the prehistoric human might be having GREEN or BLUE colour 

blood due to ozone breath and subsequently the colour of the blood might be changed to RED colour due to 

oxygen breath in the modern time. It is focused by the Author that the first life originated might be prehistoric 

human having only three chromosome and much senior to AMOEBA having 12 chromosome.  Further, the 

prehistoric human might have derived three chromosome initially from the star i.e. Sun, Earth, Moon.  He 

shall also be called as Star Human.   It is focused that the Medical Term TRISOMY is considered as 
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chromosome abnormality with formation of additional chromosome (say 47 instead of 46) making 

chromosome level in odd number may be due to genetic reflection of three chromosome of Prehistoric 

human in Modern time. 

 

It is focused by author that prehistoric human (Akkie, Akkilan population) while living in MARS 
region might be well versed in advancement in language, scientific technology, astronomy, mathematical 

science, evolutionary science etc and formulated the prehistoric scientific laws in code form. It is 

hypothesized that during that period they might have formulated the relative position of Sun, Earth, Moon in 

three dot code form. Further they might have estimated that total chromosome of prehistoric human as 

three numbers and formulated in code form in three tiny dots. 

 

It is speculated by the author that in modern communication,  the method of communication such as 

Braille code, Morse Code, Binary Code, American standard computer code etc might have been 

derived from the philosophy of prehistoric Tamil code form. 

 

In modern science (Quantum Physics) still there is mystery exists about what is the shape of 

Universe?. The scientists are not able to conclude where from the huge radiant energy comes? It is 

hypothesized that the prehistoric human population already formulated that entire cosmo universe contains 

THREE VACUUM region of different level and formulated the Universe in code form with three tiny dots. 

 

Further, it is hypothesized by the author that the whole cosmo universe could derive huge radiant 

energy from three fundamental TAMIL NEUTRINOS (so called Aether  energy in modern physics). Author 

hypothetically call these three fundamental Tamil Neutrinos as (i) A – Neutrino (ii) K -  Neutrino (iii) J – 

Neutrino. A -  Stands for photon, K – Stands for Electron, J – Stands for Proton. 

 

It is speculated that the Aether energy shall be considered as the central part of Free radiant 
energy source and three Neutrinos shall be considered as three fundamental radiant charged particles 

and shall also be called as GODLY Particles in Astrophysics. 

 
It is speculated that the MARS planet cannot support currently the life of modern human with 46 

chromosome and present attempt being made by NASA for making tour to MARS may be a unuseful 

attempt. 

 

Can we see the prehistoric human who lived in MARS?  How he looks like?.... 
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Further it is focused by the author that not only MARS Planet, all other planets, Asteriods, 

Astmospheric gases, Earth resources like Ocean, Soil, Rock, Coke, Coal, natural gas, crude oil, etc shall be 

considered as the byproduct of electromagnetic equilibrium in the evolution process of early universe.  

It is hypothesized by the author that even HUMAN BLOOD, URINE shall also be considered as the 

byproduct of electromagnetic equilibrium takes place every day in human body. 

 
 

Further it is hypothesized by the author that during the course of evolution of organisms, the 48 

chromosome organism might be evolved at much later period after evolution of 46 chromosome organism.  

The Apes family may be having close genetic characteristics due to close proximity of chromosome level 

with 46 chromosome (modern human).  It is hypothesized by the author that   Darwin Sir evolution theory 

is related to very far below in the lineage region of chromosome build up process of organisms.   

 

 
  Adam has three chromosome?....  Adam lived in MARS?.... 
  If so HEAVENLY FATHER is Tamil based?.... 
 

 
 

Whether Prehistoric human population still exists?  Or Died?  
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New scientific theory (Biocentrism) suggests that death is not the terminal event.  Further it is the 

axioms of science that Energy Never Dies.  It can neither be created nor destroyed. But does this energy 

transcend from one world to another.  If so where the energy of Prehistoric human gone? 

 
The Prehistoric tamil law already formulated that the whole cosmo universe has only three regions 

of vacuum and it was formulated with three tiny dots.  The bottom most region shall be considered as 

Material Universe where all matters including planets exist.  The other two upper regions shall be 

considered as containing Dark radiation consists full of Neutrinos and anti-neutrinos derived from Dark 
Flame  (Cosmo).   

 

Can we see the shape of universe?  It is hypothesized by the author the shape of universe shall be 

considered as Pyramid like closed structure with triangular base, i.e. the star consists of Sun, Earth, Moon 

shall be considered as base of universe. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It is 

hypothesized by the author that all material form of organisms such as human, animals; plants, after death 

may rise upto the upper region of vacuum (Dematerialised) and still exists with Dark Flame of Universe.  It 

is focused by the author that the dematerialized organisms stays in the upper region of vacuum region of 

universe as charged particles in the form of Photon, Electron, Proton (Neutrinos) which may again get 

rebirth (incarnation) forming electromagnetic radiation to evolve new organisms in cyclic manner in the 

expanding universe till end of universe.  It is focused that thousands of twinkling objects in the sky shall be 

considered as the Pre-ancestors available in the form of charged particles (GOLDLY Particles). 

 
It is further focused by the author that the existence of whole cosmo universe shall be considered as 

a Single Global Tamil Family and it was formulated by Prehistoric Tamil Code with three tiny dots.  The 

three tiny dot shall mean Father, Mother and Child.  Universe  shall mean Single Global Tamil Family. 
 
 

What is the cause of Global Warming? 
What is the remedial action for climate Change? 

Philosophy of Structure of 
“Universe”

(i)
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(Author’s hypothetical narration) 

 
 Author considers the event of global warming and climate change as a mathematical and physical 

phenomena rather than  chemical phenomena.  More preciously it shall be referred as Earth Magnetic 
Syndrome rather than excess CO2  deposit in the atmosphere.  It is hypothesized by the author that there is 

a misalignment  in the Magnetic axis connecting both Earth and Moon.  The misalignment in  magnetic 

axis which results in reduction of magnetic intensity shall be termed as Earth magnetic syndrome. 
 
 In the Prehistoric time this Magnetic axis was perfectly aligned and the magnetic axis was exactly 

perpendicular to the SUN.  As Moon is going away from earth, the magnetic axis is misaligned and hence 

global warming and climate change takes place. 

 
 It is the challenging time for the global scientists to find out solution how to stop the the moon from 

going away and bring back to the home.  Because of the misalignment in axis and considerable reduction 

in Ozone level in the atmosphere.  More reduction in ozone level shall mean more formation of Oxygen  
and Carbondioxide.  It is speculated that excess CO2  is naturally produced due to depletion of ozone layer 

rather than Human induced act. 

 
 It is speculated by the author that if the Magnetic syndrome of earth is not solved there is a 

possibility of next human evolution with higher chromosome level with modified genetic structure to subsist 

with Hydrogen environment breath and may be having new blood group such as K-group, J-group, G-
Group, etc.  After evolution of new human,  the 46 chromosome human shall be considered as FOSSIL. 
 
 It is focused that the entire material universe was evolved due to Electromagnetic radiation.  In 

electromagnetic theory there are three fundamental Parameters have to be considered are involved (i) 

Permeability, (ii) Permittivity, (ii) Refractive index of medium which are related with Magnetic, Electric 
and Optic Characteristics.  It is focused by the author that in the continuously expanding universe, these 

fundamental three parameters shall also be considered as variable,  from time to time.  All other parameters 

such as pressure, temperature, density, force, displacement, gravity, etc related to various discipline shall be 

considered as sub-parameters to the three fundamental parameter in analyzing the structural and 

functional characteristics of universe from time to time. 

 

 It is speculated that in the prehistoric time when  the magnetic axis was perfectly aligned condition, 

the entire space covering Inosphere, stratosphere having very high refractive Index, very high 

Permeability and very high permittivity of medium.  Because of very high refractive index the optic rays of 

electromagnetic radiation could not be absolutely reach the surface of earth due to distraction and earth was 

very cold.  Because of high permittivity the surface of the earth was much influenced with electrons and 

most of the electric flux are enriched in the upper part of the space.   

 

Because of high permeability the surface of Magnetic axis was very much enriched with magnetic flux.  It 

is focused that the permeability shall be considered as the character of Moon and permittivity shall be 

considered as the character of Earth and Refractive index shall be considered as the character of Sun.  In 
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electromagnetic theory these three fundamental parameters are considered equivalent to the three 

electromagnetic elements. 

 

 i) Permittivity - Capacitor 

 ii) Permeability - Inductor 

 iii) Refraction - Resistance 

  
 
 Because of high Permeability, high permittivity and high Refraction of Medium in Prehistoric time it 

is speculated that the entire Ino-sphere, strato sphere above the surface of earth is considered completely 

filled with OZONE and filled with saturated water vapour.  It is hypothesized that during this period there 

was no oxygen evolved.  In fact it is speculated by the author that during this period the entire earth might 

be covered with full of OZONE Water.  Hence the Prehistoric human while living at MARS could subsist with 

ozone breath.  Because they are subsisting with Ozone breath they could be able to live under OZONE 
WATER also and they could swim upto the surface of earth.  The etymology of OCEAN might have been 

derived from the phonetics of OZONE.  Ocean water on the earth is nothing but condensation of ozone at a 

particular point of magnetic intensity. 

 
 Further, due to high permittivity permeability above the surface of earth there was absolutely no 

lightning strike which could have not reached the surface of earth and restricted to only upper level of 

stratosphere and MARS.  It is speculated that the prehistoric human were highly immune to lightning strike 

which results in long life span and highly immune to various disease and cancer growth.  It is also 

speculated that because of ozone breath the prehistoric human blood might be highly acidic and blue 

colour (PH value below 7.0).  
 
 In Modern time because of slight deviation in Magnetic alignment axis it is speculated that 

Refraction, Permeability, Permittivity of surface above Earth varied compared to Prehistoric time.  The 

permeability and permitivity become very low and Refraction also become very low compared to prehistoric 

time. 

 
 Because of low refraction most of electromagnetic rays could reach the surface of earth and the 

photon density might be very much influenced.  Because of very low permeability the magnetic density 

region above earth might be very much reduced.  The low permeability might lead to tremendous reduction 

Ozone Layer  and increase in level Oxygen was evolved from Ozone.  Further the saturated water vapour 

level (Ozone Water) might be reduced gradually and finally gone down below the surface of earth in modern 

time.  It is further speculated that the low permeability of media have paved way for evolution of modern 
human with 46 chromosome in modern time. 

It is hypothesized that because the ozone level was very much reduced, the prehistoric human 

subsisting with ozone breath might have been extinct and switch over to oxygen breath and become 

Modern human.  Because of switch over to oxygen breath the blood of modern human become more alkalic 

(PH Value above 7.0) and lost all immunity against various disease including cancer. Further it can be 

focused that the prehistoric human were highly anti-oxidant and Modern human are highly oxidant. 
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 Further due to low permittivity above surface of earth, the electrons become feable and the Earth is 

subject to More lightning strikes and volcanic lightning volcanic activity etc in modern time.  Hence the 

severe climatic change may be due to misalignment in magnetic axis and reduction in permeability and 

permittivity rather than increase in CO2 Level in the modern time.  Further because of low refractive Index 

above the surface of earth the light rays of Electromagnetic radiation might be largely entered in the 

atmospheric region and photons are highly influenced. It is speculated that due to consistent decrease in 

Refraction Index of Medium it is hypothesized that there may be more light rays reach the Earth by 2100 AD 
which may result further increase in temperature level.  Due to gradual decrease in permeability of medium 

there may be the possibility of zero level ozone layer at one stage which may result in total loss of 
magnetic field in the magnetic axis connecting Moon and Earth.  It is hypothesized by the author that 

consistent reduction permeability of medium may be the cause for increase in CO2  leve and reduction in 

Ozone layer level rather than Induced human act. 
 

Source of Electromagnetic radiation? 
 
 It is focused by the author that the SUN shall not be considered as the source of electromagnetic 

radiation Sun shall be considered as one of the pillars of base  of cosmo universe.  COSMO (Darkflame) 

shall be considered as the source of electromagnetic radiation which is considered located very far above 

from Sun, Earth and Moon. 
 
 
 The origin of EMR shall be considered as the Upper layer of Region III Vacuum where EMR shall 

be considered as originated due to freezing  of three fundamental NEUTRINOS  (PHOTON, ELECTRON, 
PROTON).  The freezing point shall be considered as the starting point layer of Material Universe where 

all matter do consider exists including all matters, and all planets including MARS, all life organisms.  It is 

focused that the upper two regions of vacuum shall be considered consists of full of Neutrionos and 

Antineutrinos.   The whole cosmo universe shall be considered look like a closed TRIPOD PYRAMID and 

the Dark Flame (Cosmo) shall be considered as the centromere and ORIGIN of Cosmo Universe. 
 
 It is hypothesized by the author, in the Material universe, every matter shall be considered having 

their own Refractive Index.  It is focused that every planet including MARS and COMETS, ASTEROIDS, 
etc. has their own colour due to its specific refractive index.  The specific refractive index shall be 

considered equivalent to the Mobile Number of MASTER BTS, which radiates Billions of colour in the 

electromagnetic spectrum emanated as Electromagnetic radiation in the region of Material Universe.  
 
 Further the existing Neutrinos, Anti neutrinos shall also be considered as having their own colour 

due to DARK RADIATION of Cosmo Flame.  If so what is the colour of Cosmo Flame?  It is hypothesized by 

the author that the colour of Cosmo Flame shall be considered as DARK BLACK.   Further the Cosmo 

Flame shall be considered as Highly Cold Flame rather than Hot Flame. 
 
 Further during the course of continual expansion of universe, each Organism including Microbes 

shall also be considered as having their own Refractive Index and reflecting their own colour.  It is 

hypothesized by the author that the first organism 3 Chromosme Human when lived in MARS  in Prehistoric 
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time might also have their own Refractive Index.  It is focused by the author that the colour of Prehistoric 
human shall be considered as absolute black.  It is focused that when they lived in MARS  they might have 

well versed with Astronomical laws and formulated  the philosophy of STAR with three TINY DOTS. 
Because of extraordinary wisdom the three chromosome human shall be called as SUPER SCIENTIST 
having different genetic characteristics.  It is focused that the word chromosome shall mean one ray in 

Billions of rays in the enelctromagnetic spectrum.  In other words, it can be said that in the 

electromagnetic spectrum billions of organisms with different chromosome level shall be considered as 

having different colour which shall be considered equivalent to Mobile Number of that organism. 

 
 Further, it is speculated by the author that when the magnetic axis was perfectly aligned there 

might not be existence of Earth gravity in the Prehistoric time.  Hence the prehistoric human populations 

while living in MARS might have conducted picnic tour from MARS to Earth and Earth to Mars.  It is 

focused that the etymology of word MARS, Marshland, Marsh gas might be derived from Prehistoric Tamil 

Phonetics Mari, Marudam.  Mari means Rain, Marudam means Clay Soil. 
 

 During modern period when there was a considerable deviation and misalignment to magnetic 

axis due to low permeability, low permittivity of Medium the Earth Gravity might be formed and more 
oxygen might be generated from ozone layer. The tilted magnetic axis of earth, and deviation in axis of 

Earth may be due to formation of Earth Gravity in Modern period.   Case study shows that there is a reversal 

Magnetic poles once in thousands of years.  It is hypothesized by the author the poles of magnetic axis 

connecting Earth and Moon never be changed, only the intensity of Magnetic Field gets reduced gradually 

until Zero Point occurs. 

 

 

 

The prehistoric populations (Superscientists) while living in MARS, they might have called Mother as 

Ammu.  The etymology of word Mum,  Amah, might be derived from Prehistoric Tamil Phonetics Ammu.  
Ammu shall mean Ruler of MARS. 

-  Author. 

 
 
 
 

Conclusion 
 

It is speculated that in the universal family the child is considered as going away from mother and 

hence the mother is heated up.  In Astronomical term, it shall be understood that Moon is going away from 

Earth and hence Earth gets warmed and it is understood as GLOBAL WARMING.  The SHUMANN 
RESONANCE Mayan Calender predicted the ZERO POINT of earth occurs by 2012 AD.  But it is 

speculated that the Prehistoric Tamil Populations already estimated that the Zero point shall occur by 3000 
AD when all magnetic field be absolutely lost and the magnetic axis may likely to be broken down. 
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 (a) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 It is focused that in the early 

universe the magnetic axis was perfectly aligned. Subsequently there was tilt of earth axis rotation and tilt of 

magnetic axis due to the reason that the moon is going away during the course of time. Further in the 

expanding universe, various matters evolved shall be considered as three generation of matters existing in 

three different regions. 

It is focused that the three area of electro magnetic spectrum might have been formed gradually in 

phased manner due to consistent decrease in permeability. During prehistoric time there might not be 

existence of visible, infrared spectrum rays and there might be existence of only ultraviolet region in the 

upper part of space. Subsequently visible and infrared spectrum might have been formed during modern 

time. 

It is speculated that when prehistoric human lived in MARS there might not be any existence of 

visible, infrared spectrum and might be exposed to only ultraviolet spectrum and hence viewed like bluish 

body due to ultraviolet rays exposure. It is speculated that the colour of MARS might be highly blue in colour 

when prehistoric human were living in MARS and subsequently might be changed to red colour during 

modern time after the birth of visible and infrared spectrum. 

 

Dark flame is the centromere of universe. Dark matter never dies. It 
neither be created nor destroyed. But it can be transformed from one 
form to other form within three region. 
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---- Super Scientists of MARS NAD (Maruda nadu) 

 

 
What does mean Twinkle Stars! 

 
 It is hypothesized by the author that the so called Twinkle Stars shall be considered as the charged 

particles of Neutrinos and Anti-Neutrinos existing in the Region 2 and Region 1 of universe, i.e. the Billions 

and Billions of twinkling objectives above the far sky shall be considered as our ancestors and other life and 

non-life matters exists in the charged particle form having their own colour identity in the electromagnetic 

spectrual region having billions of colour rays.  It can be said in other words, all our ancestors are having 

their own Mobile Phone Sim identity and existing under the Dark Flame.   
 

What does mean planets and mountains! 
 
 It is focused that mountains are not only existing on Earth Planet, but also exist in various other 

planets also.  During the course of evolution of universe the evolution of various planets, mountains shall be 

considered as natural byproduct of electromagnetic equilibrium.  Every  Various biological problems such 

as various disease like Hypertension, Frustration, High BP, Heart attack, Fast Cancer Growth shall be 

considered as the act of electromagnetic equilibrium due to consistent decrease in permeability of space 

which results in reduction in ozone level and increase in CO2 Level.   

 

 Further the existence of ocean, natural gas, crude oil, coal, coke, sedimentary rock, minerals, etc 

shall also be considered as byproduct of electromagnetic equilibrium.  It is hypothesized that the 

characteristics, properties of these natural resources shall be considered undergoing microbial changes 

due to gradual decrease in permeability of space.  It is hypothesized by the author that there is no worry for 

shortage of PETROLEUM DIESEL products.  One day the entire ocean shall become Petrol/Diesel.  
Further all these byproducts shall be considered as the products evolved naturally in the expanding 

universe as a result of CLIMATE CHANGE. 
   

What does mean Temples, Pyramids! 
 

 It is focused by the author that the existence of planets, comets, asteroids, mountains shall be 

considered as the  naturally available CLIMATE CONTROL MECHANISMS, for keeping the Universe  under 

balanced condition.  The existence of Temples, Pyramids shall be considered as the Human made 
climate control mechanisms in the prehistoric time based on the philosophy of Prehistoric Tamil Law when 

people lived in MARS who are expert in climate control mechanism principles.   It is hypothesized by the 

author that Temples, Great  Pyramids, Monolithic stone structure, huge tower like Ephil Tower,  might have 

been constructed on the earth in the selected Epic Centre of earth to counter balance and to protect the 

damage from frequent EARTH QUAKE.  Even the Great wall of China might also have been constructed 

as a climate control mechanism and modern scientists treat  them as world Wonder. 
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Millions of theories about Universe! 
 

 It is hypothesized by the author that Dark Flame shall be considered as the centromere of universe, 

and the structure of universe shall be viewed as TRIPOD (Copernical) having Triangular base consisting of 

Sun, Earth, Moon existing as foundation of Universe.   In the whole universe EMR (Electromagnetic 

radiation) shall be considered as the fundamental matter consists of Photon, Electron, Proton as 

fundamental Neutrinos.  All the matters of  material universe shall be considered as SPECIES to the 

fundamental three Neutrinos.  This philosophy has already been formulated in Prehistoric Tamil Law with 

three tiny dot when the Prehistoric populations (superscientists) lived in MARS.  Based on the existing laws 

of universe, matters, life,  shall be classified under three fundamental codal rule. 

 

i) In physical theory, photon, Electron, Proton shall be considered as three species to EMR.   
All other particles, matters shall be considered as subspecies to the three fundamental 

species. 

ii) In mathematical theory, tripod structure with Triangular base shall be considered as the 

fundamental mathematical law.   Various other mathematical laws related to various 

structures like circle, cone, square, rectancle, Trepezium, Eclipse, etc. can be 

accommodated within the fundamental structure of Tripod. 
 

iii) In chemical theory carbon, Nitrogen, ozone shall be considered as three species to  

Hydrogen and other millions of chemical elements shall be considered as subspecies to 

the three fundamental species. 
 

iv) In life theory (Biological), three chromosome organism (Prehistoric human) shall be 

considered as the fundamental Origin of Life and all other organisms with various 

chromosome level shall be considered as species and subspecies to the three 

chromosome fundamental organism. 
 

v) In modern physics, optic, Electric, Magnetic theory shall be considered as the three species 

theory to the fundamental theory of  EMR.  Millions of various other theories shall be 

considered as Sub species to the three species theory. 
 

Similarly Dark Flame shall be considered as the fundamental force, and strong force, 

Gravitational force, weak force shall be considered as the three species force to the 

fundamental Dark Flame force.  Millions of various other forces shall be considered as 

subspecies  force to the three species force. 

   

vi) The Prehistoric human who lived in MARS shall be considered as SUPERSCIENTIST and 

TESLA, NEWTON, EINSTEIN shall be considered as three species scientists to the 
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fundamental Superscientist.  Millions of other scientists across the world shall be considered 

as the subspecies  scientists to the three species scientists. 

 

Einstein (Moon) shall be considered as the right hand, 

Newton (Earth) shall be  considered as left hand and Tesla 
(Sun) shall be considered as Brain to the Superscientists. 
                                                                    - Author                                                                                 

 
     

vii) In electromagnetic spectrual colour theory, BLUE, RED, WHITE  shall be considered as the 

three species colour to fundamental BLACK.  Millions of other colours in MER Spectrum 

shall be considered as sub species colour to the three fundamental species colour. 

 

viii) In human anthropological science, races, BLUE, RED, GREY shall be considered as the 

three species IRIS to the fundamental BLACK Eye Iris.  Millions of  human races having 

different colour of Iris, Skin, hair shall be considered as subspecies.  to the fundamental 

three species Iris colours. 
 

It is hypothesized by the author the prehistoric human Population when lived in MARS might 

be having black Iris, Black skin, Black hair. 

 

Case study on medical science 
 

 The role of permeability variation not only plays in climate change of earth but also has considerable 

effect on human life also.  The existence of very high permeability and low permeability of space from 

prehistoric time to Modern time had much impact on human evolution and various races. 

 

ABO Blood System 
 

 From the existing theory of ABO system of Blood it is hypothesized by the author that ABO system 

shall be viewed as AB + O.  It is speculated that the prehistoric human while living in MARS might be having 

AB type blood due to high permeability environment and O type might be evolved during modern time in 

very low permeability environment and evolution of OXYGEN from OZONE. 
 

 The other type of blood A,B, might be evolved during the course of time based on different 

permeability condition.  It is the hypothesis of the author that A,B,O type shall be considered as the three 
species blood to the fundamental blood AB type.  All other type of blood with variying Rh factor shall be 

considered as the subspecies blood to the three fundamental three species blook fype.  AB   type 

considered as Universal Aceptor.  Further the colour of blood in prehistoric time might be Dark black   due 

to very high permeability and become red colour in Modern time due to low Permeability.  The AB type blood 

shall be considered containing full of ozone and free from oxygen, in prehistoric time.  Further it is 

speculated that there was no content of WBC and WBC might be evolved during modern time in low 
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permeability situation.  In other words, the prehistoric human were highly Immune and they do not require 

and WBC for fighting against foreign substance.  It is also speculated that the PrehistoricAB Type blood 

might be highly Acidic having PH Value below 7.0 due to high permeability situation and modern time AB 
type blood become Alkalic having PH value above 7.0 due to low permeability situation.  The prehistoric 

human was free from SKIN Cancer,  due to high influence of Vitamin D due to high permeability situation 

and modern human lacks Vitamin D and hence subject to severe cancer attack due to low permeability 

situation and higher concentration of OXYGEN  in the blood. 
 

 It is speculated that the Prehistoric human were free gigantic figure due to high secreation of  

pituitary in high permeable situation and size of human get gradually reduced due to lack of pituitary 

Secreation under variable decreased permeability situation. 
 

 Further the prehistoric human were from blood pressure and heart attack due to low metabolism and 

having considerably low heart beat level (Say 60 pulse per minute) due to high permeability environment, 

and liable to High BP and Severe heart attack due to high metabolism and having considerably higher heart 

beat (say 72 pulse per minute) due low permeability situation. 

 

 

Are super scientists are brainless! 
 

 

 No…  No…   the superscientists (Prehistoric human)  were highly wise because they are free from 

lead content in the blood due to high permeability environment and modern scientists wisdom level might 

be slightly reduced due to higher level content of lead in the blood due to low permeability environment.  

Because of higher content of lead modern time human populations are subject to severe nervous disorder, 

memory loss, bone marrow problem, etc. 

 

 Further, prehistoric human were free from diabetics due to lower level insulin secreation due to high 

permeability environment.  Modern human are subject to severe diabetics due to higher secreation of Insulin 

due to low permeability situation. 

 

 

  

Superscientists were highly Anti-oxidant and wise in managing 

the climatic issues.  Modern Scientists are high oxidant and have 

moderate wisdom in Managing Climatic Issues. 

 

 

   
 The prehistoric human were strong in genetic value, due to steady RNA, DNA, High Protein 
content due to high permeability environment.  It is focused by the author that permeability level play major 

role in RNA, DNA, Protein Value and any variation in permeability level will seriously affect the RNA, DNA 
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structure and Protein value.  It is focused that as the permeability of space considerably reduced in Modern 

time and   there might be a serious damae in RNA, DNA Structure due to low permeability which results in 

evolution of various new blood group and various species, races depending upon the place of living 

where the permeability level determines the specific genetic characteristics of human of particular race. 

 

 It is further hypothesised that the  Prehistoric human even might be having SINGLE CHAMBER 
HEART during origin with single blood group AB TYPE due to very high permeability environment.  The birth 

of Auricle and Ventricle might have been necessitated subsequently under low level permeability 

environment and switch over from ozone breath to oxygen breath. 

 

 

Superscientists have single chamber heart and highly wise in Managing the 

climatic control issues.  Modern Scientists have four chamber heart and little 

degraded wisdom in managing the climatic control issues. 

                                                                                                         -  Author. 
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Origin of Life hypothesis 
 

As far as concerned about origin of life Biologists reason that all living organisms on the earth must 

share a single last Universal Ancestor and propose two major hypothesis on origin of Life.  It is focused by 

the author that the following hypothesis are made by the author on origin of Life. 

1. First  life originated in MARS have AB.type blood and Ozone breath. 

2. The first life might be spontaneously evolved by Electromagnetic radiation (EMR). 

3. The prehistoric life was seeded to earth from MARS at later date. 

4. The Prehistoric human when lived in MARS formulated three domain of life with three tiny 
dots.  Further the colour of three domain might be due to variation in permeability level when 

the three life originated. 

a) Bacteria - Blue 

b) Archaea - Green 

c)  Eukaryotes - Red 

 It is focused that the Genetic divergence of various life might have been accounted depends upon 

variable permeability level during the course of time. 

 

What does mean Missing Link! 

 The Prehistoric human population who lived in MARS shall be considered as the Seed Link of 

human populations of earth.  It is hypothesized that during the course of continuous expansion of Universe 

the prehistoric human population who subsists with OZONE Breath could be gradually extinct when ozone 

level was reduced considerably and oxygen become dominant.  Hence the human population might switch 

over to oxygen breath by Natural Selection and become SEED AND LINK LINEAGE  to the oxygen breath 

populations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                  MY 
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LORD…. GOD…. NATURE… 

                    (A Tribute to the superscientist of MARS) 
                                     

 
Good Morning… My Lord 
Some believe…  I am created; 
Some believe…  I am evolved; 
None can deny…You are radiating; 
You are not enemy to Darwin Sir 
 
You created me from your… single chamber Heart 
But I am evolved into… Four Chamber Heart 
Comfort me with your… Radiation 
Enrich me with your… Photon, Electron, Proton 
 
Photon   is your…  Redeem 
Electron is your…  Mercy 
Proton    is your…  Love 
EMR        is your…  Blood 
You are the… three-in-one Nature 
 
You are the Superlink… 
You are the Superscientist… 
You are the Supernature linking Life Matter and 
                                      Non-life matter 

  
You are the Dark flame of… Universe 
My ancestors are like glowing… Neutrinos 
I am not orphan… Still in material universe 
I am going away from… your axis 
I do not know the… reason 
 
Lead me with your… reflectivity 
Feed me with your… permittivity 
Strengthen me with your… permeability 
 
Goodnight My Lord… Wake me up tomorrow… 
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(a) 

 
 
(b)  
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